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OPERATIONAL PRECAUTIONS

Use your Vapor Blitz dry steam cleaner with caution on surfaces that are not heat-
resistant.  Steam is delivered at the tip of the nozzle at 220° F.  Prolonged contact at
that temperature may melt or burn any non heat-resistant surface.  This includes
your person, so use common sense.

•  Fill the tank with tap water only.  Never use chemicals, soaps, DI water, distilled
water, bottled water or air fresheners in your Vapor Blitz II.  Evidence of anything 
except tap water in tank voids warranty.  Do not turn on the unit without tap 
water in the tank.

•  If an extension cord is needed, use a heavy-duty 12-gauge extension cord with a
maximum length of 25 feet.  Anything smaller in gauge or longer in length will not 
provide the adequate power supply needed for full steam performance.

•  Always switch the unit off before unplugging the power cord.

•  Do not immerse unit in water.

•  Do not freeze.  Leaving your unheated Vapor Blitz outside in freezing weather 
with water in it could burst the tank as the ice expands.  Feel free to use it outside 
in cold weather, but bring it inside when you are finished.

•  DO NOT unplug the Vapor Blitz until the main power switch is turned off.  Failure
to do so may cause a power surge to the electronic boards when the machine is 
turned back on and may result in a shortage.

•  Unplugging the Vapor Blitz before turning off the main power switch VOIDS all 
warranties.
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We are furnishing you this care manual along with the 
instructional DVD in order for you to get the optimal results 

from the Vapor Blitz.

For any further technical questions or to order additional 
attachments, please call AmeriVap™ at 1-800-763-7687.

PLEASE READ 
ALL PRECAUTIONS 
AND INSTRUCTIONS 

THOROUGHLY BEFORE USE!

Remember to Call 
AMERIVAP™ SYSTEMS 

at 1.800.763.7687 
For Any Technical Questions.
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CLEANING PRECAUTIONS

* Allow brushes to cool before changing them.  We suggest
that you wrap them with a towel to avoid burning your hand.

* In the winter months when glass is very cold, warm it by 
spraying steam from a distance of 2 inches before touching 
the surface with an attachment.  A drastic temperature change
from freezing to 220° F can cause the glass to break.

* Never spray steam directly into electronics.  Deliver the 
steam from a distance of at least 4 inches.

•  When both GREEN lights are on, your unit is ready to use.

•  Unscrew pressure cap and remove to fill reservoir with water.
(To remove pressure cap, use thumb to press down on hole.  Press down
and turn cap to the right, similar to a prescription bottle.)

•  Use filler bottle to easily fill the tank by pressing the filler bottle
cap into the tank opening.  When the tank is full, the bottle will
automatically stop releasing water into
the tank.

•  Replace cap and tighten to finger tight.

•  Power the unit ON by toggling the MAIN 
switch to the right.  (This switch is found 
on the front of the unit, underneath the 
top shell.

•  Toggle the HEATER switch to the right 
or position II.  (This switch is found on 
the top of the machine, next to the light 
indicators.)  Your machine is now using 
maximum power/wattage and is heating 
water.

•  Move rapidly when cleaning wood surfaces — double wrap your brush, use low
setting (45 psi) or medium setting (55 psi) and move quickly. Do not deliver the
steam to one spot for too long, as varnish and paint will melt.

•  Some vinyl blinds and vinyl window frames will warp when touched directly with a 
brush — use a quick spray and wipe method.

•  When cleaning leather, move rapidly.  Use a double wrapped brush on low setting
(45 psi) or simply spray and wipe.  We recommend that a leather moisturizer be 
used after cleaning.

•  Be careful when cleaning velvet, silk or suede, as damage to the nap may occur.

FILLING AND HEATING INSTRUCTIONS II



TO REFILL UNIT AFTER INITIAL USE

WEEKLY MAINTENANCE

When the unit runs out of water, 
a RED indicator light on the top of the unit 

will illuminate and it will beep, indicating low water. 

To refill, follow these instructions:

•  Return the HEATER switch to the neutral (middle) position.

•  With a nozzle connected to the handle of the hose, press both handle switches 
forward for maximum steam release.  Bleed the line until all the steam stops 
discharging.

•  After the steam is completely discharged, turn the MAIN switch to the OFF 
position.  (Toggled to the left.)

•  Using a towel, press firmly on top center of PRESSURE Cap and carefully 
unscrew.  Be careful of HOT STEAM emitting from the cap as the pressure is
released.

Now your unit is ready to be refilled and powered back for use.

•  Follow filling and heating instructions described previously.
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rain your AmeriVaṕ™System regularly (after 3 - 5 uses.)

While it is fine to leave water in your system between uses, it
is highly recommended that you drain the water from the tank
at least twice a week to flush out any collected elements of
particles.  The less time water sits in the tank unused, the less
chance for build-up to accumulate on the heating element.

Simply use the tool on the bottom of the pressure cap to
unscrew the drain plug on the bottom of the unit and let the
water drain into a bucket or basin.

Run a tank of water through, and then replace the drain plug.

(Note:  It is not necessary to use undue force to replace
the drain plug!)

D

II

II
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MONTHLY MAINTENANCE

lush the tank out once a month.  This will remove
any collected elements and mineral deposits from 
the heating element and will dramatically extend 
the life of the machine.

F

Unplug the unit from wall socket.

Make sure the machine is cool.

Add 5 ounces of WHITE vinegar, LimeAway™, C.L.R.™, 
or a coffeemaker or humidifier cleaner to 32 ounces of water.  
Pour mixture into tank.

Allow the mixture to sit in the tank for several hours or overnight.

Shake the Vapor Blitz II to dislodge mineral deposits.

Use the bottom of the cap as a wrench to loosen the plug in the 
bottom of the machine and drain the water into a bucket or sink.

Follow the "Filling and Heating Instructions" listed previously.
Now you are ready to work again.

Remember to Call 
AMERIVAP™ SYSTEMS 

at 1.800.763.7687 
For Any Technical Questions.

*

*

*

*

*

*

II



Plug in the Vapor Blitz I.  The green light (see icon) will flash to indicate
that the unit is receiving power.
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FILLING and HEATING INSTRUCTIONS

THE VAPOR BLITZ I HAS A CONTINOUS FILL, 
DOUBLE TANK WHICH MAKES IT SAFE TO 

ADD WATER AT ANY TIME BECAUSE IT HAS A 
NON-PRESSURIZED WATER RESERVOIR.

*

*

*

*

The red light (see icon) will light up to indicate if there is no water in 
the tank.

Use the filler bottle to add tap water by inserting and pressing down the
filler bottle cap into the reservoir opening.  After adding two bottles of
tap water, the yellow light (see icon) will light up to indicate that the
reservoir is now half full.

After adding two more bottles of tap water, the green light (see icon)
will light up indicating that the tank is full.

Switch on the main power button (see icon).  
The green light will stop flashing, but will remain on.*

*

*

*

*

The red light (see icon) will switch on to indicate that the heating ele-
ment is receiving power, and the pump will inject water into the boiler.

The pressure inside the boiler will begin rising and after approximately
five minutes the yellow light (see icon) will light up indicating the 
continuous work pressure.  

After approximately 6 - 8 minutes, the green light (see icon) will switch
on to indicate that the boiler has reached maximum pressure.

Bleed the line for several seconds by pressing both handle switches 
forward to purge the line.  When the green light appears again, you are
ready to proceed to clean.

Remember that tap water can be safely added to the water reservoir by simply
opening the cap.  Use the filler bottle to add tap water as needed.

I



PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE

FILLING and HEATING INSTRUCTIONS (cont.)

In order to keep the VAPOR BLITZ I in good working condition, 
the inside of the boiler must be cleaned every one to three months.

The varying amounts of mineral deposits present in the water can 
compromise the unit’s performance.  Percentages vary from place to place,

so maintenance intervals must be established accordingly.
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Low 
Steam
(45 psi)

Medium
Steam
(55 psi)

High
Steam

(65 psi)

•  Turn the unit off.

•  Unplug the unit from the wall socket.

•  Make sure the machine is cool. 

•  Unscrew the cap on the top of the unit and turn unit upside down over a bucket or
basin to drain water from the water reservoir.

•  While the unit is still upside down, use the “key” on the safety cap to open the
lower drainage plug.

•  Turn the unit right side up over a basin or bucket to drain the remaining water 
from the boiler. 

•  Turn the unit upside down.

•  Add five to ten ounces of White vinegar, Lime Away™, C.R.L.™, or other 
commercial coffee maker or humidifier cleaner to 32 ounces of tap water and pour
into stainless steel boiler.

•  Replace the drain plug and turn the unit right side up and let the cleaning solution
sit in the stainless steel boiler for several hours or overnight.

•  Using the “key” on the safety cap, open the lower drainage plug over a bucket or 
sink to drain the fluid from the stainless steel boiler.

•  Turn the unit upside down.

*  Fill the stainless steel boiler with one filler bottle of tap water.  Drain.  Repeat this 
procedure three times to flush out any remaining cleaning solution.

•  Replace the drain plug.

Follow the "Filling and Heating Instructions" listed previously.
Now you are ready to work again.

(Note:  On the electrical control panel, the following icons will light up as the
three temperature settings are engaged on the handle of the hose.)

I

I



BEST PRACTICES

Always use the filler bottle to add water to the machine.  
The filler bottle is spring loaded to prevent over-filling and 
will prevent spillage that could damage the electronics.

ake it a habit to keep the Vapor Blitz 
and the attachments on the cart when you 
are cleaning.  This will prevent the machine 
from dropping or getting bumped around.  
The cart will also provide organization for 
the attachments which will speed up 
cleaning time.

M

se the rectangular and triangular filler pad
inserts whenever possible.  This will reduce 
the number of times the towel needs to be
changed.  The pads are located in the
optional attachment section of this guide.

U

W

D
S

hen transporting the machine, make sure the hose 
is not attached.

o not pull the Vapor Blitz unit  by the hose.

tore the cord behind the back door, using the automatic
cord winder.

Remember to Call 
AMERIVAP™ SYSTEMS 

at 1.800.763.7687 
For Any Technical Questions.
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ATTACHMENTS / APPLICATIONS  1
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BASIC ATTACHMENTS FOR THE VAPOR BLITZ 

The AmeriVap™ Vapor Blitz is an 
inclusive steam cleaning system with 

tools to do a wide array of cleaning jobs.

¬ Slide grey cover on top of unit toward the rear and
hold up.

 Push red button on hose connector down and plug
into socket.  Release button.  Hose should be locked
into place.

® To insert attachments to the end of hose, turn the
red locking ring on the end of the hose to the left. 
Insert desired tool and lock by turning the ring to the
right.  Make sure attachment is locked in place 
before turning on the steam.

HOSE (GVA-9R)

BLACK LUXOR CART (CAR-271)
(Vapor Blitz II only)

The heavy duty, plastic cart has pre-drilled holes for
attachment storage and keeps everything organized

in an efficient manner. 

*  Push the Orange Switch forward for LOW (45 psi) Steam. (For delicate surfaces.) 

*  Push the Red Switch forward for MEDIUM (55 psi) Steam. (For most cleaning 
applications.)

*  Push Both Switches forward for HIGH (65 psi) Steam. (For heavy duty 
applications.)  

TEMPERATURE SETTINGS — There are three (3) temperature 
settings on the handle of the hose.

EXTENSION TUBES (GVA-5R)

The Vapor Blitz comes with two
extension tubes.  However, up to
four tubes can be used without
loosing heat or pressure.  Four
tubes make it possible to clean 
at a longer range.

All attachments can be used with
the extension tubes which makes

cleaning easier for the operator.
This eliminates cleaning on hands 

and knees, or using a ladder.
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BASIC ATTACHMENTS FOR THE VAPOR BLITZ  (Brushes)

RECTANGULAR BRUSH (GVA-2R)

The Rectangular Brush is used to clean large 
surfaces such as floors, walls and ceilings.  This brush
can be used with or without a towel depending on
what surface you are cleaning.  Be sure to use your
extension tubes. The rectangular brush has a swivel
feature that can be locked by sliding the grey clip on
the top of the brush towards you.  By having the clip
pushed forward, the swivel feature is engaged.  

We recommend that the pad insert be used before attaching the towel.  The pad
insert allows for more of a surface area to be cleaned without changing the towel.
(The rectangular pad insert (rec pad) is listed under Optional Attachments.)

* Attach a cloth to the rectangular brush for one-step cleaning and drying.
• Place a clean towel, folded horizontally, on a flat surface.  Place Rectangular 

Brush in the center of the folded towel.

•  Press one clip at a time down and insert corner of the towel under the clip.
Make sure cloth is tightly attached.

*

Change the cloth as it becomes dirty.  Remember that you can use both sides of
the towel.

Your Vapor Blitz II will remove chemical residue, tar and nicotine and body
fluids.  Use on surfaces including vinyl wallpaper to pass Blacklight Test!

Use the Rectangular Brush with towel to clean large surface areas including 
the following:

Caution: Some commercial kitchens use a ceiling tile with a very thin textured
vinyl coating.  The heat from the dry steam vapor system may remove the tex-
turing and smooth out the vinyl. DO NOT attempt to clean this type of ceiling.

Hardwood — Make sure the varnish is oil base.
•  Double wrap your brush with two towels.
•  Turn steam to low (45 psi)
•  Work quickly — DO NOT leave in one place too long.

Linoleum — Use a vacuuming motion.  If the floor has a waxed finish that will 
become dull or will melt, use the same method as for hardwood.

Mattresses — Use a vacuuming motion.  Removes dust mites and allergens.
Kills Bed bugs and eggs.

Tile & Marble — Grout may require deep cleaning with jet nozzle and a 
detail brush.

with 
Towel

Carpets — Vacuum carpet if necessary before cleaning.  Stroke in both directions.

Ceilings — Lock to disengage swivel and turn the brush assembly upside
down at the hose.
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RECTANGULAR BRUSH (cont.)

Use the Triangular Brush with towel to clean, sanitize and deodorize any broad 
surface including the following:

• Fronts of refrigerators, stoves and other kitchen equipment
• Upholstered and leather furniture • Counter tops
• Baseboards and crown moulding • Cabinets
• Bathtubs & bathroom fixtures • Drapes
• Carpeted and wooden stairs • Car Interiors
• Ceiling fan blades • Window blinds
• Health club equipment • Mattresses

Use the Triangular Brush without a towel to clean dirty surfaces where agitation 
is needed, such as:

• Linoleum corners and edges • Tile showers
• Plastic patio furniture • Cement

To attach towel to Triangular Brush:

•  Fold towel in half and place horizontally on a flat surface.
•  Place Triangular Brush in the center of the towel.
•  Grasp the bottom left corner of towel tightly and insert under left clip.
•  Repeat the procedure for the right side of the cloth.
•  Grasp left top corner of cloth and cross over top of brush and insert under right clip.
•  Repeat the procedure on the left side.

Note:  We recommend that the pad insert is inserted before attaching the towel.  The 
Triangular Pad Insert (tripad) is listed under Optional Attachments.  The pad insert will 
allow cleaning a larger surface area before having to change the towel.

Remember to Call AMERIVAP™ SYSTEMS at 1.800.763.7687 
For Any Technical Questions.

BASIC ATTACHMENTS FOR THE VAPOR BLITZ  (Brushes)

Use the Rectangular Brush WITHOUT a cloth or filler pad to clean surfaces like
cement, tile or anything with a texture that needs to be scrubbed.  You will need 
to follow up with a cloth to collect the dirt that has been loosened.  Exposing the
bristles will speed up the cleaning process.

TRIANGULAR BRUSH (GVA-3R)

The Triangular Brush is great for cleaning corners,
plus it covers a lot of square footage.  Use the
elbow for most jobs along with the extension tubes
as needed.  This brush can be used with or without
a towel for various cleaning applications. 

with
Towel
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BLACK 
CROSS

NOZZLE
(GVA-4B)

This nozzle has a criss-
cross opening which directs
the steam to a more specific

area.

Spots in carpet — Attach two Extension Tubes, the Steam Nozzle and a 1 inch 
Nylon Brush to the end of the Hose.  Turn the steam to the Medium (55 psi)
setting and go over the stain with a north-to-south and an east-to-west 
motion.  This process will loosen the stain from the carpet fibers.  Next, use
the Rectangular Brush with Pad Insert and a towel.  Keep the steam at the
Medium (55 psi) setting and go over the stain with the same motions.  
Change towel as needed.

NOTE: You are welcome to pre-treat any stain with a detergent such as OxyClean™ 
before you use the dry steam.  Apply the product and let it sit for a few minutes.
Then, clean the stain in the manner listed above.  We do not recommend using 
a commercial carpet stain remover.  The reason for this is that most commercial 
carpet cleaners are petroleum based.  Within weeks of a stain being removed
with these products, dirt will be attracted to the sticky substance and stain will 
reappear.

BASIC ATTACHMENTS FOR THE VAPOR BLITZ  (Nozzle)

STEAM NOZZLE

The Steam Nozzle will direct a pressurized jet of steam
that will blow out dirt and debris from hard to reach
areas, such as cracks and crevices.  The dirt can then
be wiped up with a towel.  Use the steam nozzle without
brushes for items that are heat-resistant enough to be
touched directly with the tip of the nozzle.

GREY
TURBO 

NOZZLE
(GVA-4G)

This "turbo" nozzle has a
round opening for a slightly

larger volume of steam.
The following items are normally heat-resistant enough
to take direct steam.

Kitchen Appliances — Stoves, ovens, microwaves, etc.

Elevator, Door, Window & Closet Tracks — Place
a small towel in the track, ahead of the nozzle, to 
prevent dirt from being sprayed up from the track.

Doorknobs — Sanitize and remove fingerprints.

Drains — Unclog, degrease and sanitize.

Faucets — Blow debris out of the cracks and crevices.

Candle Wax Drips — Turn nozzle upside down so the 
steam pressure shoots the wax up and off rather 
than down into carpet.  Use a paper towel to catch
the melted wax.

Shower Heads & Fixtures — Sanitize and shine. 

HVAC Coils — Removes nicotine, chemicals and debris.
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BASIC ATTACHMENTS FOR THE VAPOR BLITZ  (Nozzle)

n Porcelain
n Wicker
n Ceramics
n Electronics
n Leather

Plants — To mist live plants, dried and silk flowers, turn the steam 
to Low  and spray from a distance of at least 4 inches.  
Do not wipe.

Remove Chewing Gum — Direct the steam sideways starting at the edge of the
gum wad.  Push the gum ahead of the Nozzle while picking up any gum 
removed with a towel.

Toilets — Start at the top of the tank, move to the handle, down the tank to the top
of the lid.  Lift the lid and spray underside.  Go around the seat, under the 
seat and then the bowl itself.  Turn the Nozzle upside down to clean under
the rim.  Use the Nozzle right side up for the rest of the bowl.  Flush and 
follow the water down the insides of the bowl.  You may immerse the Nozzle
within 2 inches of the Hose connection.

For items that are Not heat-resistant, steam must be delivered from a distance of
at least 4 inches.  Spray and wipe immediately with a cloth.  Items that are Not
heat-resistant include (but are not limited to):

Remember to Call 
AMERIVAP™ SYSTEMS

at 1.800.763.7687 
For Any Technical Questions.
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BASIC ATTACHMENTS FOR THE VAPOR BLITZ  (Brushes)

BRUSHES FOR THE STEAM NOZZLE

The Vapor Blitz includes an assortment of brushes to enhance the steam nozzle.
Various applications require steam, surface agitation and wiping for proper cleaning.

To attach a brush, simply push it onto the nozzle. The brush can be easily removed
by just pulling it off.  Wrap the brush with a towel if you remove it when it is still hot.
This prevents burning your hand.  Note that in the beginning, it is natural to push
hard and put excess pressure on the jet nozzle when cleaning.  But, please allow
the steam and the brushes to do the work.

1" NYLON 
DETAIL BRUSH

(GVA-8N)
The Nylon Detail Brush is
made for cleaning surfaces
that are not very scratch
resistant and do not need
much scrubbing, like chrome
and faucets.

2 1/2" NYLON 
CIRCULAR BRUSH 
(GVA-7N)
The Nylon Circular Brush is 
recommended for use on larger, 
softer surface areas.

2 1/2" BRONZE 
CIRCULAR BRUSH 

(GVA-7B)
The Bronze Circular Brush is 
recommended for use on a larger
area of softer metal surfaces and for
areas that require more agitation
than the 2 1/2" Nylon Circular Brush

1" STAINLESS STEEL 
DETAIL BRUSH 

(GVA-8S)
The Stainless Detail Brush is
made for cleaning more abra-
sive surfaces and for use
when cleaning tough jobs
such as grates, tile and grout,
oven racks, BBQ grills, drip
pans, etc.

1" BRONZE 
DETAIL BRUSH

(GVA-8B)
The Bronze Detail Brush is
made for cleaning surfaces
such as softer metals, tile
and grout, door and elevator
tracks and for surfaces that
require more agitation than
with the Nylon Brush.
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BASIC ATTACHMENTS FOR THE VAPOR BLITZ  (Blitz Pads)

The Vapor Blitz includes an assortment of tools to enhance the steam nozzle.
Various applications require steam, surface agitation and wiping for proper cleaning.

BLITZ PAD SET (GVA-7P)

The Blitz pads are an assortment 
of pads that vary in texture to tackle
different cleaning applications.  
These pads hold the heat on a 
surface longer than a brush.  They 
scrub away build-up and have the 
ability to reach into tight corners 
better than a round brush.  They are 
very good for removing sticky tape from hard surfaces.

Remember to Call 
AMERIVAP™ SYSTEMS 

at 1.800.763.7687 
For Any Technical Questions.

Use the appropriate color for the job:

White — The gentlest.  To be used on chrome, fiberglass and synthetics.

Green — Will clean glass, mirrors and porcelain.

Blue — Use on textured plastics and Formica

Brown — De-calcify bathtubs, showers, tile and grout.

Black — Use for burnt-on spills on ovens and grills.

BLITZ PAD SET & BLITZ PAD HOLDER

BLITZ PAD HOLDER (GVA-7H)

Press the Blitz pad of your choice onto
the Velcro™ of the Blitz Pad Holder and
then attach the Blitz Pad Holder to the
steam nozzle.
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BASIC ATTACHMENTS FOR THE VAPOR BLITZ (Misc.)

NON-SPILL FILLER BOTTLE
(GVA-11)

The Filler Bottle is spring loaded to 
prevent over-filling and will protect 
the electronics from spillage

ALWAYS use the filler bottle to add 
water to the machine.

NOTE: In the winter when window glass is very
cold, warm the glass first by steaming from a
distance of 3"-4" before touching it.

TOWELS
(TOW 172)

Terry cloth towels are designed 
to be the perfect size to 
accommodate the Triangular 
and Rectangular Brushes.

We recommend that they be
washed and dried before using.

WINDOW SQUEEGEE 
WITH BRISTLES 
(GVA-ILPI)

•  Steam glass, windows and mirrors 
with brush.

•  Swivel to squeegee side to remove 
moisture and dirt.

•  Use a towel to absorb moisture

•  Add the extension tubes to increase 
the range of motion and leverage.
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OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

2 1/2" STAINLESS 
STEEL BRUSH   (GVA-7S)

The sturdiest brush for really
tough jobs and for a larger sur-
face area than the 1" Stainless
Steel Detail Brush

RED CROSS 
NOZZLE 
(GVA-4R)

The Red Cross Nozzle allows
for color coding specific jobs.  
(For example, use the red
nozzle for restrooms and the
black nozzle for kitchens.)

AmeriVap™ Systems offers the following optional accessories to be used
with the Vapor Blitz.  These unique attachments allow for additional 

cleaning capabilities.

Please call AmeriVap™ Systems at 800.763.7687 for questions  
about these products, or to place an order.  We welcome your calls.

DIAMOND BRUSH 
WITH ELBOW
(GVA-3D)

The Diamond Brush covers twice the area of 
the Triangular Brush, allowing faster cleaning of
an area.  It is ideal for detailing broad surfaces
such as walls.  This brush can be used with or
without a towel for different cleaning 
applications.  Remember to use the 
Diamond Pad inserts 
before attaching towel.

WALL TOOL ATTACHMENT
FOR RECTANGULAR BRUSH
(GVA-2A)

The Wall Tool Attachment clamps on to
the Rectangular Brush.  It is excellent for
removing wall paper and getting rid of
carpet roll.
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OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES (Cont.)

MULTI USE
DISPENSER 
BOTTLE
(GVA-12)

Ideal for adding a
deodorizer, Sporicidin™,
germicidal or fragrance.
The dispenser attaches
to the hose.  When
steam is released, the
additive will be blended
with the dry steam vapor,
allowing it to penetrate
all the hard to reach
areas.

SINK DRAIN — 5"
(GVA-15B)

This tool works the same
as the 2 1/2" Sink Drain
tool, but has a larger
opening for larger drains.

SINK DRAIN — 2 1/2"
(GVA-15)

The Sink Drain tool attaches
to the Steam Nozzle.  This
tool allows you to reach
through water in a sink and
apply heat and pressure to
blow the stoppage loose.
No need for chemicals or to
put your hands in the water.

WINDOW 
SQUEEGEE
(GVA-1R)

This Window Squeegee has a 
rubber blade where the steam 
nozzles are instead of bristles.

EXTENDED LENGTH NOZZLE  (GVA-4L)

The Extended Length Nozzle allows the cleaning of
very hard to reach areas with ease.  Ideal for an
extended reach when cleaning HVAC coils

SLIM NOZZLE
EXTENSION
TUBE
(GVA-14)

The Slim Nozzle
Extension Tube
attaches to the
steam nozzle and
allows the cleaning
of tight areas that
are hard to reach.

NOTE: Limit exposure to 15 second intervals when using the
Sink Drain tools on PVC pipe drains as they may warp.
Copper and galvanized pipes will allow for longer exposure.

Remember to Call
AMERIVAP™ SYSTEMS

at 1.800.763.7687 
For Any Technical Questions.
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TRIANGULAR
PAD INSERTS 
(Tri Pads)

Pad inserts for the
Triangular Brush.  Place
pad in Triangular Brush
before adding towel.  
This will allow for a longer
cleaning time between
towel changes.

FLEXIBLE HOSE 
20 ft.

(GVA-9-20)

Double the size of the standard
hose.  No heat or pressure will

be lost with the 20' hose.

RECTANGULAR
PAD INSERTS 
(Rec Pads)

Pad inserts for the
Rectangular Brush.  Place
pad in Rectangular Brush
before adding towel.  
This will allow for a longer
cleaning time between
towel changes.

DIAMOND
PAD INSERTS 
(Dia Pads)

Pad inserts for the
Diamond Brush.  Place
pad in Diamond Brush
before adding towel.  
This will allow for a longer
cleaning time between
towel changes.

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES (Cont.)

SPORICIDIN™
(SPOR-R1284C)

Sporicidin™ — a disinfectant solution that will retard mold 
and mildew growth for up to 6 months.  This disinfectant is
non-corrosive to surfaces including plastics, latex, vinyl, 
glass, wood, metal and porcelain.

For best practices, we suggest that you first steam the area
thoroughly, then add Sporicidin™ to the Multi-Dispenser
Bottle (GVA-12).   Attach the Multi-Dispenser Bottle to the
hose and direct steam to the area to apply the Sporicidin™.
The Multi-Dispenser Bottle will act as a fogger, enabling it to
reach into cracks and crevices and hard-to-reach areas.  
Mold and mildew growth will be retarded for up to 6 months.
months. 
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OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES (Cont.)

CHROME CART 
(CAR3014)

A sturdy Chrome Cart that will 
accommodate the Vapor Blitz II and 
the Vapor Blit I unit and the tools.  The
Chrome Cart is an alternative style to
the Black Cart.

CARRYING CASE (GV-101)
(Vapor Blitz II only)

The Carrying Case is ideal for 
transporting the Vapor Blitz II and 

its attachments from place to place.

SPECIAL APPLICATIONS

n  DETAILING SMOKING ROOMS

Your Vapor Blitz will remove chemical residue, tar and nicotine and 
body fluids.  Use on surfaces including vinyl wallpaper to pass
Blacklight Test!

*  Use the Triangular or Diamond Brush with Pad Insert and towel to remove 
nicotine from:

•  LAMPSHADES — make sure the lampshades are not made of paper
•  WALLS 
•  DRAPERIES, MIRRORS, BLINDS and WINDOWS
•  BEDSPREADS

*  Use the Rectangular Brush with Pad Insert and towel to remove nicotine from:

•  WALLS — use low steam setting (45 psi)
•  CARPETS
•  MATTRESSES

NOTE: Work quickly.  Nicotine will come off instantly when it comes in contact
with dry steam vapor.  Change towels as needed.
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n  AUTO DETAILING

*  Floor Mats and Floor Boards — Use the Triangular Brush without a towel on
low to medium setting to loosen the embedded dirt in the fibers.  Stroke in an 
up-and-down and back-and-forth motion.  Now, attach the Pad Insert and towel 
to the Triangular Brush to remove the remaining dirt and to smooth out the nap.

*  Top of Instrument Panel — Use the Jet Nozzle on the medium setting to 
blow dust and dirt from vents, ash trays, etc.

*  Cloth Upholstery — Use the Triangular Brush without a towel on low
setting (45 psi) and work in an up-and-down and back-and-forth motion to 
remove embedded dirt.  Then repeat the process with the Triangular Brush 
with an attached Pad Insert and towel.

*  Hubcaps — Use the Steam Nozzle with the 1" Nylon Detail Brush on hard-to-
remove dirt in the hard to reach areas.

*  Leather Upholstery — Use the Triangular Brush with Pad Insert and towel on
low setting.  Suggestion:  Use a good quality leather treatment after cleaning.

.

*  Headliner — Use the Triangular Brush with Pad Insert and towel on low setting 
to remove dirt and debris.

CAUTION: Use quick movements to avoid loosening the Headliner glue.

n  FOR USE AS A HUMIDIFIER

Simply place the Vapor Blitz with the Steam
Nozzle in a corner of the room and turn it to
the low setting.

The Triangular Brush with a towel attached 
is a great tool for adding a few drops of an
essential oil such as eucalyptus or lavender.
Place a few drops of the oil on the towel
after it is attached to the brush.  The fra-
grance will spread around the room, giving
off a wonderful aroma.

Remember to Call AMERIVAP™ SYSTEMS
at 1.800.763.7687 For Any Technical Questions.

 



Other Things
You Can Clean

with your
AmeriVap™ Vapor System

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

CHANDELIERS

CLOTHING

MOTOR HOMES and BOATS

GARDENING AREAS

GOLF CLUBS and CARTS

TOOLS and EQUIPMENT

GARAGE FLOORS

MOTORCYCLES

TELEPHONES

COMPUTER KEYBOARDS

TV REMOTE CONTROLS

TRASH CANS
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GV-49

GVA-2A
For Wall & Ceiling

Cleaning

GVA-12
For Germicidal-Sanitizer

Deodorizer 

GVA-9R

GVA-1LPI

SPOR-R1284C

GVA-1RGVA-5R

GVA-3R

GVA-11

GVA-4G
GVA-4R      GVA-4B

GVA-4L

GVA-15B

GVA-7N
GVA-7B
GVA-7S

Rec
Pad

GVA-2R

GVA-3D

GVA-15

GVA-7H
Pad Holder

GVA-7P
Custom brasive 

Pad Set

GVA-8N
GVA-8B
GVA-8S

Dia
Pad

ATTACHMENTS

Tri Pad

GVA-14

TOW-172

 



Notes
at 1.800.763.7687 

For Any Technical Questions.

Remember
to Call

AMERIVAP™

SYSTEMS



AmeriVap™ Systems
31 Successful Way • Dawsonville, GA  30534

404.350.0239  •  800.763.7687 
Fax: 404.350.9214 • Email: info@amerivap.com

07.012011 o Quotation o �Requisition o Order Form Date:

Sales Person: Industry:     Source: o Tel  o Mail/Fax  oReferral  o Demo  o Trade Show  

Bill To: Ship To:
Name: Name:

Customer: Customer:

Address:

City, State, Zip:

Tel: Fax: Email:

P.O. No. o Best Way o Priority Special Instructions:

Terms o COD o Lease (Application Attached?) o Credit Card (See Below) o Net 10 o Other

Sales Tax # o Exempt (Certificate Attached) o Non-Exempt

o VISA o MC o DISCOVER Card No. Exp.Date

QTY. PART # DESCRIPTION Price       Total

VB-I  Vapor BlitzI with chrome cart    o Car Detailing o Basic o Deluxe o Combo

VB-II  Vapor BlitzII with black cart  o Graphics Removal o GSA Package (GSA # GS-07F-0204L)

STM-STEAMAX — STEAMAX RESIDENTIAL Steam Cleaning System

3.3 KW 208 / 220V

OTHER

Attachments for Vapor Blitz I / Vapor Blitz II / 3.3 KW ***(Also fits Steamax)

Qty.       Attach #                Description                                    Each      Total        Qty.       Attach #  Description                                Each       Total 

GVA-3R     Triangular Brush w /Elbow 44.50

GVA-3D     Diamond Brush (5x5") w/ Elbow               51.50

GVA-2R     Rectangular Brush (10 1⁄2" x 3 1⁄2")         87.50

GVA-2A     Wall Tool Attachment for
Rectangular Brush *** 15.00

GVA-8N     1" Nylon Detail Brush ***  4 Pack              26.00

GVA-8B     1" Bronze Detail Brush *** 4 Pack             30.00

GVA-8S     1" Stainless Steel Detail Brush *** 4Pk      34.00

GVA-7N     2.5" Nylon Circular Brush ***                    13.00

GVA-7B     2.5" Bronze Circular Brush ***                  13.00

GVA-7S     2.5" Stainless Steel Circular Brush ***      14.00

GVA-7H     Large Abrasive Pad Holder ***                  10.50

GVA-7P     Pads-wh/gry/grn/bwn/blk *** 10Pk asst.   10.50

GVA-5R     Extension Tube                                       22.50

GVA-4B     Nozzle, Black Cross Cut 13.00

GVA-4R     Nozzle, Red Cross Cut 13.00

GVA-4G     Nozzle, Gray Turbo 13.00

GVA-1R     Window Squeegee 37.00

GVA-1LPI   Window Squeegee w/Bristles 58.00

GVA-4L    Extended Length Nozzle *** 22.50

GVA-14     Slim Nozzle Extension Tube *** 4.50

GVA-11     Filler Bottle, 16 oz., Non-Spill *** 14.00

GVA-12     Multi-Use Dispenser *** 37.00

GVA-49     Pressure Cap, Standard ***                 54.00

GVA-9R     Flexible Hose, 10 Ft. 117.00

GVA-15     Sink Drain 2 1⁄2" ***                                17.00

GVA-15B    Sink Drain 5" *** 17.00

TOW-172    Towels - Doz., 100% Cotton                   19.00

CAR271    Luxor Cart - Plastic                220.50

CAR3014    Luxor Cart - Chrome                220.50

GV-101       Carrying Case                                       87.50     

Total Order Amount

o Dealer o Quantity o Trade Show o Other

Sales Tax

Freight/Shipping

Total Invoiced

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE—PLEASE CALL TO CONFIRM

 



AmeriVap  Systems
31 Successful Way • Dawsonville, Georgia 30534

Local Phone: 404.350.0239 • Fax: 404.350.9214
Toll Free:  800.763.7687

Email: info@amerivap.com • www.amerivap.com

™

AmeriVap Industrial Product Line
Digital Cleaning Technology since 1991

X treme Steam 

heavy industrial cleaning 
with continuous water feed

and chemical injector.

For special custom built 
units up to 240 KW, 

please inquire.

33 KW   3 Phase19.5 KW   3 Phase

5.5 KW   3 Phase3.3 KW   
208/220V  Single Phase

9 KW   3 Phase

™



An AmeriVap   Vapor Cleaning System 
is the ideal tool for Cleaning, Sanitizing
and Deodorizing.

It is versatile, easy to use and affordable... 

Residential
Commercial

Industrial

Clean and Sanitize
Using Low Pressure, 
High Temperature
Dry Steam Vapor

AmeriVap SystemsTM

TM


